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Resumen: La generación de leyendas para imágenes juega un papel esencial en las
aplicaciones de búsqueda de imágenes ya que nos permiten generar automáticamente
descripciones de imágenes. Sin embargo a veces las palabras en estas leyendas
generadas no son exactas y además pueden encontrarse abiertas a criticas subje-
tivas. También cuando buscan una imagen, los usuarios puede que no usen exacta-
mente las mismas palabras que las existentes en esas leyendas sino otras con cierta
similitud semántica. Por lo tanto presentamos un trabajo en el que expandimos el
ámbito de nuestras leyendas generadas a partir de imágenes comparando la relación
semántica entre la consulta y las palabras en la leyenda. En este trabajo usamos un
pipleine codificador-decodificador que unifica representaciones de baja dimension-
alidad de modelos imagen-texto con modelos de lenguage multimodales neuronales
para generar descripciones de imágenes. Luego extendemos la semántica de estas
descripciones utilizando vectores de palabras entrenados sobre grandes conjuntos
de palabras para representar eficientemente su similitud semántica. Finalmente
mostramos que haciendo uso de estas relaciones semánticas entre palabras somos
capaces de encontrar conceptos mostrados en las imágenes que no estaban directa-
mente escritos en las descripciones generadas incialmente.
Palabras clave: Representaciones de baja dimensionalidad, relaciones semánticas,
Redes neuronales convolutivas, Vectores de palabras, Búsqueda de imágenes

Abstract: Image caption generation play a key role in image search applications
as they allow us to automatically generate language based description of pictures.
However sometimes the words on these generated captions might not be accurate
and the result is open to criticism of subjectivity. Also, when searching for an image,
users might not use the exact same words as the ones in generated captions but others
with a semantic similarity. Therefore we present a work were we expand the scope of
our image generated captions by looking at the semantic relation between the query
and the words in the captions. We use an encoder-decoder pipeline that unifies joint
image-text embedding models with multimodal neural language models to generate
image captions. Then we extend the semantics of those captions making use of
word vectors trained over large word datasets in order to effectively represent word
semantic similarity. We finally show that by making use of these word semantic
relations we are able to find concepts shown in the image that were not directly
written in the initially generated captions.
Keywords: Embedding, Semantics, Convolutional Neural Networks, Word Vectors,
Image search
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1 Introduction

Words can have multiple degrees of similar-
ity (Mikolov, Yih, and Zweig, 2013). On top
of that different users might query in different
ways when looking for the same thing. Also
systems might label images and generate de-
scriptions in different manners that can even



be subjectively considered proper or not. Ex-
panding the semantic scope of these image
descriptions and the users queries can ben-
efit the search of images producing a wider
and more accurate range of results.

Figure 1: Top result of our system when look-
ing for a picture with smoke. Note that the
word smoke does not appear in the generated
captions but there is still smoke on the pic-
ture.

Recent works like (He et al.,
2015), (Vinyals et al., 2014) or (Xu et
al., 2015) prove the big advances that have
been done automatically generating captions
for images. However these captions are
usually short and, even though they could
provide accurate descriptions, they do not
contain all the information that is showed in
the picture. Same objects can be described
with different words. Therefore people can
differ on how they would call something in
an image. In order to extend the information
contained on these generated sentences
semantic relations between words can be
exploited.

There are several techniques that
provide semantic similarity between
words (Christoph, 2016). Some approaches
exploit manually created ontologies or
taxonomies like WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)
or Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008). These
ontologies are manually created and main-
tained, sometimes being very costly. In
consequence, only a few domains have a
suitable ontology, limiting the applicability

of similarity measures based on one of them.
Dense vector representation approaches
exploit the statistics over large text corpora
by representing words as high dimensional
sparse word count vectors. We use the skip-
gram negative sampling approach (Mikolov
et al., 2013b). These models are trained
using windows extracted from a natural
language corpus (i.e. an unordered set of
words which occur nearby in a text sequence
in the corpus). This allows us to easily
retreain the system with new word scopes to
cover new semantic areas. The final model is
trained to predict, given a single word from
the vocabulary, those words that will likely
occur nearby in a text.

The system presented in this work weights
the semantic relations between a query and
image generated captions in order to improve
the ranking of images to produce a result on
a possible image search application. There-
fore when a query is submitted to the sys-
tem, nouns and adjectives from the query
and from the captions are selected using
the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) (Bird,
Klein, and Loper, 2009). The neural network
encoder-decoder pipeline described in (Kiros,
Salakhutdinov, and Zemel, 2014) generates
captions that describe a set of images. Then
pre-trained word vectors helps finding seman-
tic similarities between words on the captions
and the ones selected form the query using
the Skip-gram model described in (Mikolov
et al., 2013a). Those similarities are calcu-
lated using the cosine distance in the vector
space between the selected words in the query
and the ones in the captions. Results are
sorted by their calculated similarity weight,
the best ones would be the ones with the
highest similarity value. This process allows
the expansion of the semantic domain of the
words on the image generated captions be-
ing able to find things that are not explicitly
noted in those sentences. Even in the case of
querying for something that is not on the im-
age dataset, the output will be more relevant
than a random ordering of the images.

2 System design

Given a query our system otputs the top im-
ages that are most likely to contain what is
described in the query. It accepts queries in
the form of “get me a cup” or longer ones
like “look for a cup on a table”. As shown in
Figure 2, the system contains two main em-



bedding subsystems. A multimodal encoder-
decoder pipeline that generates the captions
for a set of images and a word vector rep-
resentation for the word semantic expansion.
Words from the captions and the query are
weighted on their semantic similarity and im-
ages are sorted on the average semantic value.

Figure 2: System architecture.

2.1 Multimodal encoder-decoder
pipeline

This system is able to generate realistic image
captions. The encoder is learned with a joint
image-sentence embedding where sentences
are encoded using long short-term memory
(LSTM) recurrent neural networks (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) Image features
from the top layer of a deep convolutional
network trained from the ImageNet classifi-
cation task (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hin-
ton, 2012) are projected into the embed-
ding space for the LSTM hidden states. A
pairwise ranking loss is minimized in order
to learn to rank images and their descrip-
tions. For decoding the structure-content
neural language model (SC-NLM) described
in (Kiros, Salakhutdinov, and Zemel, 2014)
is used which takes into account the content
in the sentences.

2.2 Word Semantics Relationships

We decided to use neural networks for
this task as they perform better than La-
tent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer
and Dumais, 1997) for preserving linear
irregularities among words and in terms
of computational cost when dealing with
large training datasets (Mikolov, Yih, and
Zweig, 2013) (Zhila et al., 2013). We
use an improved version of the Skip-gram

model (Mikolov et al., 2013a) to find word
representations that predict the surrounding
words in a document. The version used here
makes use of negative sampling (Mikolov et
al., 2013b) instead of the hierarchical softmax
which tries to differentiate data from noise by
means of logistic regression. With this, we
build a word vector space that encodes se-
mantics relations on the words of the training
data. This semantic relationships are used in
our system to weight the semantic relation
through the cosine distance of these words.

2.3 Word matching system

As a query comes it gets analyzed using
NLTK and the nouns and adjectives are ex-
tracted. This words are the ones that will be
used, since we consider them the most rele-
vant on the query. The semantic weight of
an image k is obtained by calculating the av-
erage of the cosine distance in vector space
from each name or adjective from the query
to each name or adjective in the top 5 gen-
erated captions of that image. Equation 1
shows the formal expression of this calcula-
tion, where n is the number of nouns in the
query, m the number of nouns in the cap-
tions and dij is the cosine distance from word
i from the query to word j on the captions.

Wk =
1

n + m

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

dij =
1

n + m
(d11 + · · ·+ dnm)

(1)
Finally when all images weights are com-

puted for the given query they are ranked by
their weight value. The ones with the highest
score will be the images whose captions have
a highest semantic similarity to the query.

3 Experiments

As stated by (Besser, 1990) among others,
a manual interpretation of the contents of
an image will always be open to criticism
of subjectivity. Therefore the difficulty of
quantitatively evaluate the retrieval effective-
ness of our approach. We tested our sys-
tem against a direct-match approach where
instead of using our semantic matching sys-
tem the words are just directly matched. In
this approach for each of the nouns and ad-
jectives from the query that appear on the
generated captions of an image will add a
value of 1 to the weight of that image oth-
erwise 0 will be added. This will end up with



(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Top results of the query look for a pet in a river, being the first the top left one and
last the down right one. a) These are the results using the word semantics relations. None of the
generated captions specifically contained ether the word pet or river. b) These are the results
for the direct matching experiment. Only five of all the captions contained the word river. The
rest are not shown since they all got a score of 0.

an image-to-query similarity weight equal to
the number of nouns and adjectives they
share. As on our system, the images are
sorted by weight and those with a higher
weight will be the top result of the approach.
We show for each query the top results
and the generated captions of our approach
versus those with the direct matching ap-
proach. Due to space limits we can only show
some results, for a wider overview please
refer to: http://magutierrez.com/semantics-
embeddings

For the experiments the LSTM encoder
and SC-NLM decoder of the pipeline de-
scribed in Section 2.1 have been trained on
a concatenation of training sentences from
both Flickr30K (Plummer et al., 2015) and
Microsoft COCO (Lin et al., 2014). A sub-
set of 1000 images from Flickr30K set is ran-
domly selected and used for caption genera-
tion. These are the ones that will be used
as possible results for the final answer to the
query. Word representations in vector space
are trained on part of Google News dataset
(about 100 billion words). The final model
contains 300-dimensional vectors for 3 mil-
lion words and phrases.

Figure 1 shows the top result of searching
for the word smoke. Not any of the gener-
ated captions show the word smoke among
their results. Actually none of the captions
contain the word smoke so the result of the
direct-match approach is just a random or-
dering of the images with no sense at all.
However our semantic based matching ap-
proach is able to detect the high similarity

between fire and smoke and rank most of the
pictures with fire on it with a higher simi-
larity value. This way we can infer from the
captions things that have a high probability
of being in the picture even though they are
not directly written there.

Figure 3 shows the results for the query
look for a pet in a river. This query is longer
and contains more words to evaluate. As
a result we can see the direct match could
find some river matches but probably not
that much for pet. However our algorithm
was able to evaluate the semantic relation be-
tween the word pet and some animals.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Our system generates captions from images
and expands their semantic scope using word
representations in vector spaces. We have
shown that weighting the words semantics re-
lation of a query to the captions can signifi-
cantly improve the results of an image search
application. The system can even provide
meaningful results when queried with words
that don’t even appear on the captions. Still
different types of distances and weighting can
be tested and compared in order to try to
improve the results of the final image rank-
ing. Further analysis ether of the query or
the captions can be done with different nat-
ural language processing tools to determine
the importance of the words and weight ac-
cordingly. Finally different ways of semanti-
cal relation among words can be also explored
to extend and compare the results among the
different relating approaches.
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